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I HAVE an unusual and intimate interest in this book. Some time ago, on the eve of a flight to England from 
South Africa, the author asked if I would take the illustrations with me and deliver them to his publisher, thus 
saving a great deal of time.

I was rather disconcerted to be given on the following day a portfolio that at a rough guess must have 
measured four feet square, an object which had the effect of transforming me from an ordinary air passenger 
into a conspicuous character from a novel by Henri Murger or du Maurier. However, I shouldered, or rather 
armed, my burden and guarded it, dare I say, with eagle eyes all the way across the Dark Continent.

When I arrived at the London Airport a Customs officer, suspecting maybe that I had perfected some new 
way of smuggling diamonds, began to show interest in the portfolio, and the following dialogue took place. 
"What's this, sir?" "Original drawings." "What of?" "Birds." "Oh (sharply). What kind of birds?" "Just birds that 
fly." "Will you please open them?"

And I was obliged to tackle the intricate system of linen bands, knots and ties with which the artist had almost 
more than secured his work. When the drawings, which are now revealed to the world, were revealed in the 
Custom's shed, the officer held them at arm's length and remarked, "Jolly good! Do you mind if I show them 
to a friend of mine?" Then two heads in peaked caps were bent over them and I heard appreciative murmurs.

"Nice work, sir," they said. "Did you do them?" "No," I replied, "they are the work of a friend of mine in South 
Africa." "Well," commented the officer, his chalk poised as if it had been a critic's pen, "he certainly knows 
how to paint a bird!" And that was the first critical estimate of these drawings in England. It seemed to me at 
the time that I was moving in an unusual world of fitness. Here were drawings for a book about birds being 
delivered to the printer by way of a Constellation air liner after having passed a critical test at an airport.



"Strix"

But the book has been conceived in the same atmosphere of relevancy. The author is himself, I have often 
thought, half a bird. He is more often off the ground than upon it, either piloting a Tiger Moth through the 
skies of the Cape or engaging in long gliding contests, skimming and lifting on the air currents like a cruising 
falcon for improbable distances. I remember reading in a newspaper that he had glided for a hundred and 
fifty miles, I think somewhere in the Transvaal, in the course of which he had established an altitude record. 
He believes that no one who does not understand the technique of flight can truly understand a bird.

As horses imprint themselves upon the faces and personalities of those greatly addicted to them, and as 
extreme types of dog lovers come in time to resemble their dogs, so H. von Michaëlis is, in appearance, not 
unlike one of the smaller, more genial hawks. He is thin, spare and quick, with a restless darting manner, a 
rapid and fluent talker and a man who carries forty years with the air of youth.

When he alights it is to roost in a charming home and a studio on the foothills of the Hottentot's Holland 
Mountains within thirty miles of Table Bay, in a place called after Lord Charles Somerset (Governor of the 
Cape, 1814-20), Somerset West. This pleasant little town has in recent years become the refuge of many 
English people and ex-Indian officers and officials who, with their wives and daughters, give to its main street 
a strong air of Cheltenham. In a delightful landscape, which combines in the oddest way the beauties of 
Devonshire and Sicily, these new arrivals live upon their estates and farms, acting up to the excellent 
Socialist doctrine of refusing to lower their standard of living.

As befits a student of birds, Michaëlis lives a little way up on the slopes of the mountains. Those who visit 
him generally find him at work in his studio, an owl perched upon his easel watching him with an expression 
of ageless wisdom. There will be a sharp rattle of bells from a corner of the room as a hawk in process of 
being manned suddenly and simultaneously stretches out a leg and a wing in the characteristic attitude 
known as "mantling", its head shrouded in the tufted leather hood which takes the imagination back to the 
mediaeval world. There are generally other birds as well freely flying from picture rail to chandelier, and there 
is always an invalid in a cage, a weary migrant picked up on the mountains or an injured bird found in a 
meadow; for anyone who comes across a wounded bird in this part of the world immediately "takes it to 
Michaëlis".



"Bakeia", the Black Eagle

This man's interest in birds began far from Africa in a strange and romantic setting. Born of German and 
South African parents, he was employed in 1935 as a sculptor in the ex-Emperor William's imperial majolica 
factory upon the East Prussian estate of Cadinen on the Gulf of Danzig. It may surprise many people to 
know that neither the Allies nor the Nazis confiscated the German property of the ex-Emperor, which 
continued to be administered until the defeat of Germany in the last war by a special department in Berlin. 
Upon the old royal estates such as Cadinen, life went on as it had always done, except that the absent 
owner could never visit his tenants. There royal domains were curious little microcosms of the old imperial 
Germany embedded in the Third Reich. All the inhabitants looked to the exile of Doorn as their squire, and 
every year upon his birthday they would put on their best clothes and troop to the local church, while a 
member of the Gestapo would quietly take notes in a corner with the object of discovering some subversive 
political opinions in the sermon.

In this unusual background von Michaëlis met the charming English girl who became his wife. They would 
take walks together to the bird observation post at Rositten, a famous place for the study of migratory birds. 
Not far away was a German army school of falconry maintained by officers who were interested in this 
knightly sport. They were only too willing, in exchange for the young artist's drawings of birds, to teach him 
the ancient and aristocratic art of falconry, and so his interest developed and grew.

The winters were bitterly cold and wind-swept. The snow would hush the wild landscape for months together 
and upon the long narrow waters of the Frisches Haff the ice would lie thick and black. In the blinding 
snowstorms men might fancy that they saw again those fearsome Knights of the Teutonic Order who kept 
feudalism alive in that part of the world long after it had died everywhere else, men who rode through the 
snow in armour and cantered across the frozen marshes hunting their prey like hares. They rode to death at 
last in 1410 when they met a Polish army in the trackless bogs of Taimenberg, which lie some little way to 
the south-east. The district was full of such memories, and of stories of those queer old potters along the 
shore near the Gulf who, within living memory, had been forming pots that were fashionable in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They were nearly starving at the turn of the century when the German 
Emperor took pity on them and created the majolica factory so that their inherited talents should not be lost. 
The factory became one of his pet philanthropies. It is now obscured by a mediaevalism more savage than 
this region ever knew in the days of the Teutonic Knights, and only those beyond the Iron Curtain know what 
has become of it.

There was a touch almost of Siberia about this region which did not appeal to the South African in von 
Michaëlis, who began to dream of migrating to his mother's country where the sun was bright and where 
there is no winter as it is understood in Europe. In 1937 he said good-bye to East Prussia and travelled with 
his wife to the Cape. 



Michaëlis's twin boys with "Tonka"

There they settled and in a year or so he became a South African. In the four provinces of the Union he 
encountered birds of almost every species (whose names are incidentally known to about one South African 
in a thousand) and the interest kindled in East Prussia became now his hobby. With a thoroughness which is 
commonly said to be "typically German", he took up flying and soon obtained his pilot's certificate.

He wanted to fly with birds in the air, to understand the mechanics of flight and the problems faced by birds in 
the air currents, and so forth. He took to gliding, which interests him ornithologically even more than flying in 
a powered machine.

As an artist and a sculptor his work is known in Europe as well as in South Africa, but it is entirely his own 
fault if the people in the land of his adoption think of him purely as a painter of birds in flight. Now and then 
he protests that he is able to paint other things, but far too many accounts have appeared in the press of his 
own flying exploits and too many appeals to farmers begging them not to shoot escaped eagles. The public 
in South Africa considers itself injured and defrauded if his pictures do not contain at least one hawk.

His attitude to birds is an original one. Although I have met many distinguished ornithologists, I have never 
met one who like Michaëlis thinks of birds as individuals. The geese in his garden, the decorative water-fowl 
on his pond, his eagles, his hawks, his owls, and particularly his favourite lanner falcon, Florian, are to him 
personalities to be understood in their own right as people.

In conclusion, I should like to say that it is no small achievement for an author to have written a book like this 
in a language not his own, and to the science of flight, which has brought Cape Town to within a few days of 
London, is due the ease with which the technical processes of publication have been solved between author 
and publisher.

Somerset West,

South Africa

July 1952


